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of the future, then, of course, the fe\ver children the better, per-
haps one or two- -just so they can have had the interesting and
pleasurable experience of at least one child, like a trip abroad ;
they can say they have been over. Yes, they want all of life;
and, since a child or two is a part of life, they will accept gru
ciously a small family. But to have two or three and then more,
up to five or six—well, that's a calamity ; and the poor mother
is commiserated, and the whole family, especially if life goes a
bit hard and economy is necessary, is looked upon with a pity
that holds an element of disdain. When it mines to the hard
work of contributing to the race a goodly number of children
with the right heredity—oh, let the other fellow take that re-
sponsibility! "Why don't the Browns have children? They're
pretty well fixed.1'
But if, perchance, two people should be married, and con-
sider their biggest and most inspiring joy to be that of rearing
children; if they should feel that in marrying they were about
to take up the profession of parenthood, that of all things in litV
beautiful children would be that most worth while; if they should
feel that the reduplication of themselves in their children would
give to them the greatest possible returns in real happiness and
satisfaction, returns that would come back to them all through
the years; if they should appreciate parenthood as the thing that
has in it the greatest possibilities for the development of strength
of character, that assures most in the way of richness and beauty
of living; if they should stop to consider that the love of children
is the one thing natural to the human heart for which men and
women will give unstinted service and the ultimate of stklf»sac*ri«
fice and devotion,—if, with these thoughts in mind, they should
establish a home, they would not feel that having children could
in any way interfere with the comfort and satisfaction of their
lives together. They would not look forward to the timo when,
the task of having children over, they might live; but they would
feel that the having and the rearing of children was living of the
very highest and most satisfactory kind. And, because of this
mental attitude, they would be very keen to find the way to
take care of that extra baby when it came along. What people
really want they can usually manage to take care of. ah u mat-

